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ABOUT  US Bringing Fans and Authors Together

ROAD MAPPING FOR YOUR AUTHOR CAREER

Bethany Averie/ Author

Road Mapping For Your Author Career offers a look at resources,

and options available to authors and publishing professionals.

Shifting through the barrage of websites and tools can be difficult,

and time consuming. Bethany Averie offers expert author to author

options for resources and tools to help guide an inspiring author

along their chosen career path.

SESSION 1 Friday, September 17, 6:00pm

A LITTLE BIT ABOUT 

The Author Encounter

The Author Encounter (TAE) is a unique author promotion

community created to promote, assist, and support authors and

industry professionals in reaching their career goals. The Author

Encounter hosts, promotes, and organizes events for both

individuals and agencies in the publishing and related industries.

TAE also provides one-of-kind opportunities and tools to authors

and publishing industry professionals to network and grow in the

publishing industry.

SESSION 2 Saturday, September 18 11:00am

A BOOKSTORE PANEL

Local Houston / bookstores

BlueWillow Bookshop, Katy budget books and Gulfcoast Comics are locally owned and

operated in Houston, Tx.These indepentant books stores have been selling traditional

published books and independently published books for years. They are in a unique

position to share their knowledge and experience of selling books with inspiring authors.
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ANN ROSE

Ann Rose/  Prospect Agency's Literary agent

Quelling Your Query Conundrums is an interactive workshop for

inspiring authors and writers. Reviewing and quelling problems with

your query letters can be difficult on your own. Ann Rose offers

expert advice and professional thoughts to help you put your best

foot forward with every query letter.

SESSION 3 Saturday, September 18 2:00pm

SESSION  4 Saturday, September 18 5:00pm

LESLEY LIVIINGSTON             TOM PHILLIPS                    C.M. MCGUIRE

Traditionally published Author Panel 

 Lesley Livingston, Tom Philips and C.M. McGuire are traditionally published authors. They

have gone through the process of querying for an agent and working with a traditional

publisher. During this panel discussion, they will share their knowledge and experience of the

traditional path with you.

INDIE
AUTHOR
DAY

November 12&13 2021 

 If you enjoyed today’s event please consider joining us for Indie Author Day. An event

celebrating independent authors around the world. Libraries, communities and people in all

aspects of publishing come together for education, networking and so much more. You can

sign up to get email updates here

https://theauthorencounter.com/event/indie-author-day-2021/
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